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Matthew Rampley
Across the Leitha
Rudolf von Eitelberger, the Austrian Museum of Art and Industry and the 
Liberal View of Culture in the Habsburg Empire
Introduction
In the archives of the Museum of Eastern Slovakia in Košice there is a letter from Rudolf 
von Eitelberger to the Hungarian art historian Imre Henszlmann (1813–1888).1 It is 
not dated, but the content makes it possible to establish roughly when it was written. It 
reads as follows :
Hochverehrter Freund ! Mit dem heutigen Tage habe ich die Leit[un]g des österr. Museums 
für Kunst u[nd] Industrie übernommen ; u[nd] bitte um Ihren Rath u[nd] Ihre Unterstützung, 
ganz besonders Ungarn gegenüber. Mir liegt daran,
1) daß mit dem Museum jene Männer in Ungarn in Verbindung kommen, die sich um Kunst 
u Kunstindustrie verdient gemacht haben ;
2) daß jene Kunstindustriezweige Ungarn’s in Wien zur Ausstellung kommen, in denen ent-
weder einzelne Männer in Ungarn [excellieren ?], oder wo es den Ungarn nützlich ist, daß in 
Wien ihre Objekte zur Ausstellung kämen
[…]
Hoffend, daß Sie mir Ihre Unterstützung nicht versagen werden u[nd] daß es mir gelingen 
wird, Sie mit dem Institut in dauernde Verbindung zu bringen.2
1 The research for this article was undertaken thanks to the financial support of the Leverhulme Trust. 
I would also like to thank Nóra Veszprémi and Andrea Mayr for their help.
2 R. Eitelberger von Edelberg, Letter to Imre Henszlmann, March/April 1864, Museum of 
Eastern Slovakia, Košice. “My most honoured friend. Today I assumed the directorship of the Aus-
tr[ian] Museum of Art and Industry ; and I am asking for your advice and support, especially with 
regard to Hungary. My priorities are : 1] that the Museum should come into contact with those men 
who have made an outstanding contribution to art and art industry in Hungary ; 2] to exhibit in 
Vienna those branches of Hungary’s art industry in which either individual men excel, or where it 
will be useful for Hungarians to exhibit their objects in Vienna. […] Hoping that your support will 
not fail me, and that I shall succeed in bringing you into constant contact with the institute.” Trans-
lations, if not stated otherwise, are by the author.
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The Imperial Royal Austrian Museum of Art and Industry was established in March 1863, 
at the suggestion of Eitelberger, and formally opened in Vienna on 31 March 1864, 
with Eitelberger as its first director. It is therefore safe to assume the letter was written 
some time in 1863.3 Although it is short, it casts light on how Eitelberger envisaged 
the museum in the wider context of the Habsburg Empire and especially with regard 
to Hungary. His contributions to debates about Viennese topics – the architecture of 
the Ringstraße, for example, the design of the future Kunsthistorisches Museum, or the 
success and failings of the Opera House – are well known. Yet what were his hopes 
and aspirations in relation to the Empire as a whole ? How did he envisage the work 
of his own museum in the context of the Habsburg state, and what did he imagine his 
own place to be in it ? Eitelberger wrote extensively about the burgeoning network of 
design museums in the Austrian half of the Habsburg Monarchy, for example, but he 
was considerably less forthcoming about Hungary.4 His letter thus offers insight into a 
seldom explored aspect of his work. The identity of its recipient, Imre Henszlmann, and 
the familiarity of the mode of address, point moreover towards a social and professional 
network that spanned both sides of the river Leitha.
This article examines these questions but its aim is to offer more than merely a sup-
plement to existing knowledge about Eitelberger and the museum he founded. For it 
examines him as a leading representative of Austrian Liberal thought in the middle dec-
ades of the nineteenth century. His views can be seen as symptomatic of the set of ideo-
logical commitments and values he shared with the network of like-minded intellectuals, 
including Henszlmann. As such, the article examines Eitelberger’s views in respect of 
the cultural politics of the Habsburg Empire and the liberal response to its cultural and 
ethnic diversity. In what ways did a liberal political outlook shape his approach to the 
Museum of Art and Industry as well as to the changing cultural politics of Austria-Hun-
gary ? What do his attitudes tell us about the strengths and failings of liberal ideology 
when it came to the field of art and culture in the later Habsburg Empire ? In addition, 
what do they tell us about the Museum as a site where values and ideals were articulated 
and negotiated ?
In order to begin to answer such questions it is valuable to return to the correspond-
ence with Henszlmann, since the letter was written on the basis of a twenty-year friend-
3 K. Pokorny-Nagel, Zur Gründungsgeschichte des k. k. Österreichischen Museum für Kunst und 
Industrie, in : Kunst und Industrie. Die Anfänge des Museums für Angewandte Kunst (exh.-cat. 
Vienna, MAK, ed. P. Noever), Ostfildern-Ruit 2000, pp. 52–89.
4 R. Eitelberger von Edelberg, Die Gewerbemuseen in den Kronländern Österreichs, in : idem, 
Oesterreichische Kunst-Institute und kunstgewerbliche Zeitfragen (Gesammelte kunsthistorische 
Schriften von Rudolf Eitelberger von Edelberg, vol. 2), Vienna 1879, pp. 253–266.
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ship, and it may serve to sketch out the context in which Eitelberger became acquainted 
with Henszlmann. As such, it helps identify the formative influences that shaped his 
attitudes.
Eitelberger, Henszlmann and the Böhm Circle
Košice is now in eastern Slovakia, but during the nineteenth century it was the city of 
Kassa in Upper Hungary. The largest city in the region, it also has an illustrious histor-
ical heritage ; a royal free town of the Hungarian kingdom from the fourteenth century 
onwards, it is also the location of Slovakia’s largest Gothic church, the Cathedral of 
St. Elisabeth, which dates back to the late 1300s (fig. 1). It was undoubtedly on account 
of its rich historical heritage that the city was chosen as the site of a regional museum, 
which was founded in 1872, initially as the Museum of Upper Hungary (Felsőmagyaro-
szági Múzeum) (fig. 2). The correspondence with Eitelberger is now in its archives be-
cause Henszlmann (fig. 3), an important motivating force behind the museum’s foun-
dation, bequeathed it his collection of artworks, books and papers.5 Now little known 
outside of Hungary, Henszlmann was an important figure in Hungarian intellectual 
life. A native of Košice – he was supposed to have grown up in the shadow of the ca-
thedral – he was one of the first art historians in Hungary. He was appointed professor 
of Art History at the University of Pest in 1872 and played a major role in monument 
conservation and protection in Hungary as well as being a pioneer of medieval archi-
tectural history. He was also author of what is now agreed to have been one of the first 
works of art historical writing in Hungarian : The Churches of the City of Kassa in the Old 
German Style, published in 1846.6 He was, in many respects, a Hungarian counterpart 
to Eitelberger.7
Approximately the same age, they both had a formative role in the rise of art his-
tory in the two halves of the Monarchy. Henszlmann had other things in common with 
the Austrian, too. For he was a political Liberal, like Eitelberger, and was drawn to the 
revolutionary events of 1848. Indeed, he was much more politically active than Eitel-
5 For a brief outline of the museum and Henszlmann’s involvement in it see U. Ambrušsová, Sen o 
múzeu : príbeh Imricha Henszlmanna [The dream of a museum : the story of Imre Henszlmann], Košice 
2013.
6 I. Henszlmann, Kassa városának ó-német stylű templomairól, Pest 1846. See, too, K. Weiss, Der 
Elisabeth Dom zu Kaschau in Ungarn, in : Mittheilungen der Central-Commission zur Erforschung 
und Erhaltung der Baudenkmale, 2, 1857, pp. 236–245 and pp. 275–278.
7 On Henszlmann’s contribution to the formation of art history in Hungary see E. Marosi (ed.), Die 
Ungarische Kunstgeschichte und die Wiener Schule, 1846–1930, Vienna 1983.
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berger, whose support for reform was limited to a few editorial articles in the Wiener 
Zeitung.8 Henszlmann, in contrast, worked for the foreign ministry of the revolutionary 
government of Kossuth, and when the Hungarian bid for independence was defeated by 
Habsburg and Russian forces in 1849, he was imprisoned for eight months, first in Vi-
enna and then in Sopron. Like many other Hungarian revolutionaries, he spent a period 
of exile in London. Henszlmann also shared with Eitelberger an interest in art education. 
Where Eitelberger established his public profile with a series of fierce criticisms of Fer-
dinand Waldmüller and the teaching methods in the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna, one 
of Henszlmann’s earliest publications was a critical account of art education in Hungary.9
8 R. Eitelberger von Edelberg, Die Universität I–III, in : Wiener Zeitung, Abend-Beilage, 
26 September 1848, p. 665 ; 27 September 1848, pp. 669 f. and 4 October 1848, pp. 693 f.
9 R. Eitelberger von Edelberg, Die Reform des Kunstunterrichtes und Professor Waldmüller’s 
Lehrmethode, Vienna 1848 ; I. Henszlmann, Párhuzam az ó és ujkori müvészeti nézetek és 
nevelések közt, különös tekintettel a müvészeti fejlődésre Magyarországban [Parallels between old 
and modern artistic and educational views, particularly with regard to the artistic development in Hun-
gary], Pest 1841.
Fig. 1 : Historic postcard of St. Elizabeth in Kassa/Košice, 1900, Washington, Library of Congress.
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This convergence of the two thinkers’ interest was no accident, for both were members 
of the circle around the sculptor and medalist Joseph Daniel Böhm (1794–1865). Until 
recently Böhm was relatively unknown. Even though he was Director of the Academy 
of Engraving at the Imperial and Royal Central Mint from 1837 onward, and therefore 
an artist of some stature, he has since remained a marginal figure except for his role 
Fig. 2 : Museum of Upper Hungary (Felsőmagyaro-
szági Múzeum), 1904–1907, historic photograph, 
Györi & Boros atelier, Košice, East Slovak Museum, 
Košice.
Fig. 3 : Lithograph Portrait of Imre Henszl-
mann by Josef Marastoni, 1861, Vienna, 
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Bildarchiv und 
Grafiksammlung.
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as a formative influence on Eitelberger, which Julius Schlosser first highlighted in his 
account of the Vienna School of art history.10 Recent research has begun to establish a 
clearer picture of Böhm’s career as an artist as well as his broader art historical signifi-
cance. For the present discussion, his most important activity lay in the afternoon salons 
he organized, and which were attended by young scholars, art dealers and collectors who 
constituted the so-called Böhm Kreis – the Böhm circle. Eitelberger later testified to the 
decisive impact of these meetings on his artistic interests. He had a particular concern 
with medieval art and architecture, for example ; some of his most extensive art historical 
works were on medieval architectural heritage, and this was undoubtedly due in part to 
Böhm. For the latter was a contemporary and close friend of the painter Friedrich Over-
beck (1789–1869) and other artists of the Nazarene circle, and his art historical interest 
in the Middle Ages reflected a shared desire to reform contemporary artistic practice by 
reviving the intertwining of art and religious faith of medieval Catholicism.11
At the core of the salon was discussion of art, more specifically, discussion of individ-
ual works of art in Böhm’s extensive personal art collection. In contrast to the more con-
noisseurial interests of many private collectors, Böhm regarded his collection as having 
a didactic role : the gatherings were a form of pedagogy, and this informed his decisions 
on collecting. Rather than purchasing works on the basis of their individual appeal and 
quality alone, he built up a collection that was representative of the history of European 
art.12 In an extensive obituary on Böhm written in 1865, Eitelberger described the basic 
approach of the meetings : an inductive history of art, starting out with close observa-
tion of the technical, formal and symbolic features of an individual artwork and then 
10 J. von Schlosser, Die Wiener Schule der Kunstgeschichte : Rückblick auf ein Säkulum deutscher 
Gelehrtenarbeit in Österreich, in : Mitteilungen des Österreichischen Instituts für Geschichts-
forschung, Suppl. vol. 13, 1934, 2, pp. 145–210. Understanding of Böhm’s career and oeuvre has 
been considerably enhanced by the recent work of Andrea Mayr. See A. Mayr, Joseph Daniel Böhm 
(1794–1865) : Bildhauer, k. k. Kammermedailleur, Direktor der Graveurakademie am Hauptmün-
zamt, Kunstsammler, Vienna, Unpublished Diploma Thesis, 2012. See also Andrea Mayr’s essay in 
the present volume.
11 See, for example, R. Eitelberger von Edelberg/G. Heider/J. Hieser (eds.), Mittelalterliche 
Kunstdenkmale des Österreichischen Kaiserstaates, Stuttgart 1858–1860 ; R. Eitelberger von 
Edelberg, Die mittelalterlichen Kunstdenkmale Dalmatiens in Arbe, Zara, Tra., Spalato und Ra-
gusa : Aufgenommen und dargestellt vom Architekten W. Zimmermann, in : Jahrbuch der k. k. Cen-
tral-Commission zur Erforschung und Erhaltung der Baudenkmale, 5, 1861, pp. 129–312. On the 
Nazarenes see C. Grewe, The Nazarerenes : Romantic Avant-Garde and the Art of the Concept, 
University Park, PA 2015.
12 The works are listed in the catalogue of the auction held in 1867 to sell off Böhm’s collection. See A. 
Posonyi, Versteigerung der Kunst-Sammlung des am 15. August 1865 verstorbenen k. k. Kammer-Me-
dailleurs und Director der k. k. Münz-Graveur-Akademie, Herrn Jos. Dan. Böhm, Vienna 1865.
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drawing out broader issues that it presented.13 In a much earlier account, dating from 
the period when he was still associated with the Böhm circle, Eitelberger spelled out the 
logic of the collection : to ensure universality (“Allseitigkeit”) and comprehensiveness 
(“Vollständigkeit”).14 Yet the significance of the circle for the present article lay not in 
its role in defining the methodological tenets of Viennese historiography, but rather in 
its membership. For alongside Henszlmann, a number of other Hungarians attended 
the meetings, including Ferenc Pulszky (1814–1897) (fig. 4), Pulszky’s uncle, Gábor Fe-
jérváry (1780–1851), and Count Samuel Festetics (1806–1862). Fejérváry and Festetics 
were notable art collectors – Fejérváry owned the famous Fejérváry-Mayer Aztec co-
dex15 – while Pulszky would later become director of the Hungarian National Museum 
and vice-president of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
13 R. Eitelberger von Edelberg, Josef Daniel Böhm (1878), in : idem, Kunst und Künstler Wiens 
der neueren Zeit (Gesammelte kunsthistorische Schriften von Rudolf Eitelberger von Edelberg, 
vol. 1), Vienna 1879, pp. 180–227.
14 R. Eitelberger von Edelberg, Die Kunstsammlung des Hrn Direktors J. D. Böhm in Wien, in : 
Oesterreichische Blätter für Literatur, Kunst, Geschichte, Geografie, Statistik und Naturkunde, 4, 
19.10.1847, pp. 993–995, esp. p. 993.
15 E. Seeler, Codex Fejérváry-Mayer : An Old Mexican Picture Manuscript in the Liverpool Free 
Public Museums, Berlin and London, 1901/1902. Pulszky inherited the codex from his uncle in 
Fig. 4 : Ferenc Pulszky, Lithograph Portrait, Vienna, 
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Bildarchiv und 
Grafiksammlung.
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Key individuals of the Hungarian art world of the mid-nineteenth century were thus 
associated with Böhm, and the Böhm circle also served as a point of origin for art his-
tory not only in Vienna but also in Hungary. Henszlmann also championed medieval 
art and architecture : in his study of the “German style” churches of Košice he advocated 
a Gothic revivalist restoration of the cathedral which, while symptomatic of a broader 
development – one might think of his contemporary Eugène Viollet-le-Duc – may 
also be due to Böhm.16 He persisted with this preference ; in 1862, he would argue 
that the planned new home for the Hungarian Academy of Sciences should be built 
in a Neogothic style.17 It is thanks to Henszlmann, too, that a fairly detailed picture 
can be built up of Böhm’s teaching style and intellectual concern, for in his obituary of 
the artist Henszlmann described in some detail the procedures of the meetings of the 
circle.18 Böhm left no writings outlining his ideas, but thanks to correspondence from 
Henszlmann we know that they certainly existed and that they played some part in his 
own intellectual development.19 Later, Henszlmann would testify to the importance of 
Böhm for the growth of the scientific study of art in Austria-Hungary, raising it to a 
level that exceeded even that of Germany.20
1851, and later sold it to the Liverpool-based collector Joseph Mayer, whose private collection be-
came the basis of the World Museum in Liverpool, where the codex is still to be found.
16 On Henszlmann’s activity in conservation and restoration see A. Horváth, Imre Henszlmann, and 
the Origins of Monument Preservation in Hungary, in : Periodica Polytechnica Architecture, 34, 
1990, H. 3–4, pp. 139–160.
17 I. Henszlmann, A Magyar akadémia épülete [The building of the Hungarian academy], in : idem, 
Válogatott képzőművészeti írások [Selected writings on fine art], Budapest 1990, pp. 203–209.
18 E. Henszlmann, Daniel Joseph Böhm, in : Oesterreichische Revue, 4, 1866, pp. 110–127.
19 Henszlmann, Letter to Ferenc Pulszky, 2 September 1839, in : I. Henszlmann, Levelezése és 
Iratai : 1826–1860 Augusztus [Correspondence and writings : 1836–August 1860] (ed. E. Szintesi), 
Budapest 2016, p. 40.
20 “The annuals and reports of the Vienna Central Commission for Archeology can not only compete 
with any similar German ventures, but – in the period when they were edited by two of Böhm’s 
excellent students, Heider and Eitelberger – they also surpassed similar publications in the other 
German lands ; and why ? because they mostly built on Böhm’s teachings ; they started out from his 
principles and set the practical, individual study of objects as the primary task and the clear drawing 
up of chronological development as the surprising result, and as soon as archaeology and art criti-
cism rejected lofty and obscure arguments based on the ›beautiful‹ and the ›ideal‹, and started to love 
and explain artistic character by using Böhm’s principles as a starting point, it could, firstly, explore 
history, and, secondly, improve taste, so that in Vienna nowadays it is not just the scholarly study of 
history that has risen to a much higher level than previously, but the newly established museum of 
art and industry, headed by Eitelberger, also has a huge influence on the improvement of industrial 
products.” I. Henszlmann, Böhm Dániel József, in : idem, Válogatott képzőművészeti írások (cit. 
n. 17), pp. 224 f.
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Henszlmann, Pulszky and Böhm had more in common, however, than merely a 
shared enthusiasm for art. Henszlmann maintained close personal links to the sculp-
tor after he returned to Budapest and, whilst in exile in Britain, was also friends with 
his son Wolfgang Boehm (1823–1890) who pursued a successful career as a painter in 
London. Indeed, the Böhm circle was based, in part, on other prior personal connections. 
Pulszky’s family already knew Böhm before the circle was convened in Vienna ; in the 
mid-1830s Gábor Fejérváry had moved into the Pulszky family home, decorating it 
with a set of copies of the Parthenon marbles executed by Böhm himself.21 In his remi-
niscences Pulszky referred to Henszlmann as one of his closest childhood friends, while 
the extensive correspondence between the two shows that they remained in close con-
tact throughout the 1850s and 1860s.22 Like Henszlmann, Pulszky also threw himself 
into the 1848 revolution and supported Hungarian independence ; he served as a mem-
ber of the National Defence Committee (Országos Honvédelmi Bizottmány), for which he 
was sentenced to death in absentia by the Habsburg authorities, resulting in a period of 
exile in London. Indeed, his political commitments were even more marked than those 
of Henszlmann or Eitelberger, for he continued to work closely with the revolution-
ary leader Lajos Kossuth (1802–1894) after the defeat of 1849, accompanying him on 
international tours and playing a prominent role in the promotion of the Hungarian 
nationalist cause abroad.23
The Böhm circle meetings thus functioned as a kind of social, intellectual and ide-
ological nexus that brought together intellectuals from both halves of the Empire (as 
they would be after 1867). The implications of this have hardly been considered, and 
the lack of critical attention to this nexus is all the more striking, given that Böhm 
himself had grown up in Upper Hungary (now : eastern Slovakia). Specifically, he grew 
up in the German speech island of Wallendorf (in Hungarian : Szepesolaszi/in Slovak : 
Spišské Vlachy), only 60 or so kilometres northwest of Košice. The appeal of Böhm to 
the circle of Hungarian intellectuals and art lovers can thus be ascribed to prior personal 
acquaintance as well as to their shared common background, for they all came from the 
same part of Upper Hungary. Pulszky grew up in Eperjes (now Prešov) which is only 
36 kilometres north of Košice, and the triangle encompassing Prešov, Spišské Vlachy 
21 E. Szintesi, Joseph Daniel Böhm Parthenon-fríze, in : Ferenc Pulszky (1814–1897) Emlékére 
[In memory of Ferenc Pulszky (1814–1897)] (ed. E. Marosi/I. Laczkó/J. Szábo/L. Tohtné 
Mészáros), Budapest 1997, pp. 56–69. There is an English summary on pp. 163 f. of the same 
volume.
22 F. Pulszky, Meine Zeit, mein Leben I : Vor der Revolution, Pressburg and Leipzig 1880, p. 38.
23 T. Kabdebó, Diplomat in Exile : Francis Pulszky’s Political Activities in England, 1848–1860, New 
York 1979.
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and Košice – commonly referred to as Zips (in Hungarian : Szepes, in Slovak : Spiš) – 
was a German speech island, amidst a broader population of Slovaks and Hungarians.
Like Böhm, Henszlmann was also of German-speaking origin. Pulszky was from a 
family of Polish aristocrats, but his father’s first language was German, and German was 
the language spoken at home, even though his mother was Hungarian.24 Indeed, when 
15 he had to be sent to study at the provincial town of Miskolc in order to improve 
his Hungarian language skills.25 Eitelberger can be mentioned in this context, too, for 
having grown up and studied in Olmütz (now : Olomouc) in Moravia, he was also the 
product of a German speech island, although in this case it was in a mixed German- and 
Czech-speaking environment.
The changing demography of late nineteenth-century Austria-Hungary has, for un-
derstandable reasons, attracted considerable commentary, since it has most often been 
identified as the principal cause of the instability and eventual collapse of the Habsburg 
Monarchy. Yet even in the first half of the 1800s there were discernible shifts ; in par-
ticular, the German-speaking population in Hungary began to lose its distinct identity 
and adopt Hungarian as their primary language. During the War of Independence Buda 
was still a predominantly German-speaking town, but on the other side of the Danube, 
Pest, which owed much of its development to traders and artisans from Germany, had 
become a Hungarian town, and had come to overshadow in size and significance its 
counterpart across the river.26
This fluid cultural landscape arguably had a formative influence on all those members 
of the Böhm circle who came from beyond Vienna, in contrast to others such as Edu-
ard von Sacken, Albert von Camesina and Gustav Heider, who were based in Vienna 
or its vicinity. Indeed, one might go further, and argue that their similar backgrounds 
were linked to, even responsible for, common attitudes towards the question of national 
identity. In the later nineteenth century, as Habsburg political and social life became in-
creasingly fractured, the experience of linguistic and cultural difference became increas-
ingly associated with various nationalist political movements. Yet in the 1840s, it could 
24 “Im väterlichen Hause war die deutsche Sprache die Umgangssprache, in der Schule wurde latein-
isch und deutsch unterrichtet […] deutsch waren die Bücher und Zeitungen, die ich las, ungarisch 
sprach ich nur bei meiner Grossmutter in Keresztes” [German was the everyday language of my pa-
ternal home, in school Latin and German were taught […] German, too, were the books and newspapers I 
read ; I only spoke Hungarian with my grandmother in Keresztes]. Pulszky, Meine Zeit, mein Leben I 
(cit. n. 22), p. 33.
25 On Pulszky’s biography see, too, L. Csorba, Ferenc Pulszky, in : Marosi/Laczkó/Szábo/Tohtné 
Mészáros (eds.), Ferenc Pulszky (cit. n. 21), pp. 121–128.
26 This issue is addressed in C. Horel, Histoire de Budapest, Paris 1999. See especially chapter 5 : Une 
ville que s’élève (1800–1849), pp. 85–124.
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equally result in identification with the hegemonic German and Hungarian cultures, 
and this is precisely what can be observed in the cases of Eitelberger, Henszlmann and 
Pulszky.
Evidence of such identification can be seen in the early activity of Henszlmann. In 
the 1840s he edited and published a short-lived journal Vierteljahrsschrift aus und für 
Ungarn. Its objective was to promote the Hungarian demand for cultural and social 
autonomy ; the fact that it was printed in German makes clear that it had a double au-
dience : German speakers in Hungary and political officials in Vienna. On the one hand 
it reads like a deliberate provocation, for it purposely agitated for the superior status 
of Hungarians over other groups in the Kingdom of Hungary, and this view was not 
unique to Henszlmann. The first volume contains correspondence between Pulszky and 
Count Leo Thun in which Pulszky claimed that :
Das slavische Volk […] wo ich wohne, und in der Umgegend, steht auf der untersten Stufe 
der Civilisation, der Adel ist ungarisch, die Bürger setzen ihren Stolz darein, selbst wenn sie 
geborne Slaven sind, Deutsche zu scheinen.27
The exchange between the two prompted the appearance of an anonymous polemical 
pamphlet Vertheidigung der Deutschen und Slaven in Ungarn, which levelled numerous 
accusations against Henszlmann for the factual inaccuracies of his claims as well as his 
general political outlook.28 Yet despite the apparent chauvinism of his comments, they 
were not expressions of the nationalism so often associated with nineteenth century 
Hungary, but rather of a liberal view that saw Hungarian national culture as having a 
broader civilizational mission (comparable to what Austrian Liberals held to be true of 
German culture). As Henszlmann himself noted :
Selten wird daher der Maßstab für den Liberalismus nicht auch der für die Nationalität selbst 
sein, und je öfter ein früher slowakisches Comitat auf dem Reichstage mit der Partei des 
Fortschrittes stimmt, desto mehr muß es sich ungarisiert haben.29
27 “The Slavic people […] where I live and in the surrounding region is on the lowest level of civili-
zation, the nobility is Hungarian, the city burghers take much pride in appearing German, even if 
they are both Slavs.” Briefwechsel zwischen Leo, Grafen von Thun und Franz von Pulszky, in : Vi-
erteljahresschrift aus und für Ungarn, I, 1843, pp. 61–91, esp. p. 65. This was part of an exchange in 
response to Thun’s pamphlet Die Stellung der Slowaken in Ungarn, Prague 1843.
28 R. Binder, Vertheidigung der Deutschen und Slaven in Ungarn : Die Kehrseite der Vierteljahress-
chrift aus und für Ungarn, Leipzig 1843.
29 “Seldom will the measure of Liberalism not also be that for the nation itself, and the more often 
a formerly Slav county votes in the Diet with the Party of Progress, then the more it must have 
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As problematic as his dismissive attitude towards the Slovaks of Upper Hungary may 
be, it can be tempered, perhaps, by the fact that for Henszlmann it was always possible 
to become Hungarian. Being Hungarian was not a matter of biology or of destiny, but of 
choice, a key liberal tenet. Indeed, as an assimilated German-speaker, Henszlmann was 
himself testimony to this idea. As such, this paralleled the view of Austrian Liberals, 
including Eitelberger, for whom German was the common supra-national language of 
culture and science.
The significance of this ideological position, especially in relation to Eitelberger, will 
be explored in the next section, but a preliminary summary can be made of the impor-
tance of the Böhm circle. For it not only provided a methodological template for Ei-
telberger’s burgeoning interest in the history of art. It also provided a crucial formative 
social environment. Eitelberger was of a generation that grew up with liberal visions of 
culture and politics that were shared on either side of the River Leitha. It was based on 
the idea of an imagined community that transcended local identities and differences, 
including those of class. As Eitelberger would later state : “[D]ie Kunst ist nur eine […]. 
Es gibt nicht eine Kunst für die Armen und eine Kunst für die Reichen […].”30 He 
shared this view with his counterparts Henszlmann and Pulszky, and their later com-
mon involvement in museums was also intricately bound up with this broader ideolog-
ical vision, for museums would serve as tools of mass communication. Not merely the 
museums in Vienna and Budapest, but also those in regional centres across the crown-
lands of Austria-Hungary, including Kassa/Košice.
Eitelberger’s friendship with the “Hungarians” Böhm, Henszlmann and Pulszky may 
also inform interpretation of a little discussed text from the 1850s : his report on the 
medieval architecture of Hungary.31 It was the outcome of two topographical tours un-
dertaken in 1854 and 1855 at the behest of the Central-Commission zur Erforschung und 
Erhaltung der Baudenkmale (Central Commission for Research and Preservation of Built 
Monuments).
Such topographical studies were one of the central functions of the Central Com-
mission, namely, to survey the hitherto little known areas of the Monarchy in pursuit of 
adopted a Hungarian identity.” I. Henszlmann, Ungarns sprachverschiedene Völkerstämme, in : 
Vierteljahresschrift aus und für Ungarn, I, 1843, p. 46.
30 “Art is just one thing […]. There is no such thing as art for poor people and art for the rich […].” 
R. Eitelberger von Edelberg, Das deutsche Kunstgewerbe (Betrachtungen aus Anlass der 
Münchner kunstgewerblichen Ausstellung im Jahre 1876), in : idem, Gesammelte kunsthistorische 
Schriften, vol. 2 (cit. n. 4), pp. 344–369, esp. p. 345.
31 R. Eitelberger von Edelberg, Bericht über einen archäologischen Ausflug nach Ungarn in den 
Jahren 1854 und 1855, in : Jahrbuch der k. k. Central-Commission zur Erforschung und Erhaltung 
der Baudenkmale, 1, 1856, pp. 91–140.
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a proper understanding of the scope of its artistic and architectural heritage. It is also 
possible that under neo-absolutism, such documentation was encouraged since, as with 
mapping in general, it was part of the apparatus of political control on the part of the 
central imperial authorities. Undertaken only five years after the War of Independence, 
this was in certain respects a politically charged action, for post-revolutionary Hungary 
was still regarded with a degree of suspicion by members of the imperial administra-
tion, and this was accompanied with a vision of it as economically, socially and cultural 
backward. In his Memoires of 1897 Jacob Falke, for example, recalled travelling through 
Hungary in 1854, visiting the “unentwickelte Kulturstadt” (culturally undeveloped city) 
of Pest and experiencing the bucolic charms of the countryside where old habits and 
customs were still preserved.32
Eitelberger was himself not immune to such patronizing attitudes. His report noted : 
“Der Reisende muss […] weite von Cultur noch wenig berührte Strecken durchwan-
dern, bevor er an ein interessantes Denkmal gelangt […].”33 Yet despite such lapses, and 
regardless of the ultimate political objectives of his tour, his immediate purpose was to 
combat the absence of Hungary on the art historical map. He complained, for example, 
about the absence of reference to Hungary in any of the recently published standard 
works of art and architectural history, singling out, by way of contrast, Henszlmann’s 
study of Košice cathedral as a noble exception.34 His first step, therefore, was to counter 
prevailing myths about Hungary. These included the idea that nothing of any art his-
torical value had survived the invasions of the Mongols in the thirteenth century and 
then the gradual imposition of Ottoman rule after the Battle of Mohács in 1526. Or 
that whatever existed from the pre-Habsburg era was essentially Byzantine. In contrast, 
Eitelberger argued, Hungary possessed a rich legacy of historic architecture, and its early 
medieval monuments were clearly in the mainstream of the western architectural tra-
dition. For, he noted : “Sie haben eine entschiedene Verwandtschaft mit den Werken in 
den benachbarten deutschen Kronländern des österreichischen Kaiserstaates.”35
32 J. von Falke, Lebenserinnerungen, Leipzig 1897, pp. 92 f. Falke’s excursion was unrelated to Eitel-
berger’s tour, even though they occurred at the same time.
33 “The traveler must […] wander through long stretches of land little touched by culture before he 
reaches a monument of any interest.” Eitelberger, Bericht über einen archäologischen Ausflug 
nach Ungarn (cit. n. 31), p. 93.
34 Eitelberger mentions, specifically, F. Kugler, Handbuch der Kunstgeschichte, Stuttgart 1842, and 
C. Rosenthal, Vollständige Uebersicht der Geschichte der Baukunst von ihrem Ursprunge an bis 
auf die neueste Zeit, Berlin 1842.
35 “They have a decisive relationship with works in the neighbouring German crownlands of the im-
perial Austrian state.” Eitelberger, Bericht über einen archäologischen Ausflug nach Ungarn (cit. 
n. 31), p. 94.
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This was a familiar rhetorical ploy ; to advance larger political claims in the guise of 
arguments over cultural affiliation, and Eitelberger would later do the same with Dal-
matia. Yet it is not improbable to assume that in the case of Hungary this move was in-
formed by his personal acquaintance with Henszlmann and others, who were members 
of the same social and civilizational order that transcended the ethnic and linguistic 
differences of the Empire. Eitelberger’s report was thus not a championing of Hungary, 
even if his 1848 articles for the Wiener Zeitung expressed sympathy for the aspirations 
of the differing ethnic groups of the Habsburg state. Indeed, he was later critical of 
Hungarian rule in Dalmatia. Its policy of Magyarisation was counter-productive, he 
argued, for it led to resentment among local Croats and Serbs and encouraged them 
to turn to Russia as their would-be protector.36 Eitelberger was thus concerned with 
the integrity of Austria-Hungary, and the aim of the Report was to promote that sense 
of unity by enhancing knowledge of the Empire’s lands. A similar tactic would be em-
ployed 30 years later by Crown Prince Rudolph when he sponsored the multi-volume 
Österreich-Ungarn in Wort und Bild or Kronprinzenwerk as it was known as, on the basis 
of the idea that increased mutual understanding of the various peoples of the Empire 
would create a sense of shared identity and community.37
Liberalism and the Question of National Identities
Shortly after the opening of the new building of the Museum of Art and Industry on the 
Ringstraße in November 1871, Eitelberger delivered a lecture titled Die Kunstbestrebun-
gen Oesterreichs (Austria’s Artistic Aspirations).38 In keeping with the nature of the event, 
36 R. Eitelberger von Edelberg, Die mittelalterlichen Kunstdenkmale Dalmatiens in Arbe, Zara, 
Nona, Sebenico, Traù, Spalato und Ragusa (Gesammelte kunsthistorische Schriften von Rudolf Ei-
telberger von Edelberg, vol. 4), Vienna 1884, p. 11. First published in 1861, it was only in the second 
edition that Eitelberger voiced this criticism.
37 As Rudolph noted : “Durch den wachsenden Einblick in die Vorzüge und Eigenthümlichkeiten 
der einzelnen ethnographischen Gruppen und ihre gegenseitige und materielle Abhängigkeit von 
einander muß das Gefühl der Solidarität, welches alle Völker unseres Vaterlandes verbinden soll, 
wesentlich gekräftigt werden” [Growing insight into the preferences and peculiarities of individual eth-
nographic groups and their mutual and material dependence should fundamentally strengthen the feeling 
of solidarity that binds all the peoples of our fatherland]. Crown Prince Rudolf, “Einleitung”, in : Ös-
terreich-Ungarn in Wort und Bild : Übersichtsband, 1. Abteilung : Naturgeschichtlicher Teil, vol. 2, 
Vienna 1886, pp. 3 f.
38 R. Eitelberger von Edelberg, Die Kunstbestrebungen Oesterreichs zur Zeit der Eröffnung 
des neuen Museums-Gebäudes (Vortrag, gehalten am 23. November 1871), in : idem, Gesammelte 
kunsthistorische Schriften, vol. 2 (cit. n. 4), pp. 171–203.
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it was a celebration of the achievements of Austrian art and design and, in particular, of 
the ability of Austria to have overcome narrow-minded nationalism. He noted :
Die Zeiten sind vorüber, wo gebildete Völker und gebildete Menschen glauben können, sich 
von ihren Nachbarmenschen und Nachbarvölkern abschliessen zu können. Am allerwenigs-
ten ist dies auf dem Gebiete der Kunst und Kunst-Industrie, am wenigsten in Oesterreich 
möglich. Der Künstler gehört heute der Welt ebensogut an, wie seiner Nation, und der In-
dustrielle muss immer den Weltmarkt und die Anforderungen des gebildeten Geschmackes 
der Welt vor Augen haben. Das Rufen nach Prohibitivmassregeln, nach Ausschliessung der 
Ausländer, erinnert an die Zeiten, wo man statt zur Selbsthilfe zu greifen, nach Polizei und 
Censur gerufen hat.39
These are laudable sentiments, perhaps, and they represented the typical beliefs of 
mid-century Liberalism : a belief in global free trade and an antipathy to protectionism, 
coupled with a faith in the civilising force of Bildung. Such views were reflected in the 
Museum of Art and Industry, with its emphasis on collecting the best art and design 
from across the world, as a means of improving Austria’s economic competitiveness. His 
assertion was an indication, too, of the extent to which Liberals had achieved an accom-
modation with Habsburg dynasty for, although with differing motivations, liberal intel-
lectuals and industrialists were committed to a unified state and had a shared opposition 
to nationalism.40 Hence, while his lecture praised what Austrian art and design had 
achieved under Franz Joseph, Eitelberger also distanced himself from any suggestion 
that this was a nationalistic claim, for, he noted :
Jeder gebildete Mensch will geistig auf eigenen Füssen stehen, jede gebildete Nation betra-
chtet die geistige und national-ökonomische Selbstständigkeit als eine Grundbedingung ihrer 
39 Ibid, p. 177. “The times are past when cultivated peoples and individual persons could believe they 
could shut themselves off from their neighbours and neighbouring peoples. This is least of all possi-
ble in the area of art and art industry. Today the artist belongs to the world just as much as to his na-
tion, and the industrialist must always have in view the global market and the demands of educated 
taste of the world. The call for measures of prohibition, for the exclusion of foreigners, is reminiscent 
of the times when, instead of helping ourselves, we called for the police and for the censor.”
40 On this issue see E. Hanisch/P. Urbanitsch, ›Der Atem der Freiheit : Der Liberalismus‹, in : 
Die Habsburgermonarchie 1848–1918 : VIII.1 Politische Öffentlichkeit und Zivilgesellschaft (ed. 
H. Rumpler/P. Urbanitsch), Vienna 2006, pp. 34–62.
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Existenz. Diese Lebensmaxime […] hat nichts zu thun mit dem engherzigen Particularismus 
und nichts zu thun mit den Leidenschaften des Egoismus.41
In its place, Eitelberger espoused a notion of civil society that transcended national 
differences, one which enabled individual development as well as broader social and 
cultural progress. It was, he contended, the enlightened rule of the Emperor that had 
facilitated this. Thanks, in part, to his acquaintance with Henszlmann and others from 
Hungary Eitelberger came to see himself as part of a liberal intelligentsia that spanned 
the Empire. For Eitelberger, Henszlmann and Pulszky saw themselves as members of a 
civilizing culture that was open to all who sought it, and which could bind the disparate 
parts of the Empire together. National identity was far from being a matter of indiffer-
ence to them ; their political and cultural activities indicated that they were all highly 
patriotic individuals. However, the key issue rested on how one defined national identity. 
As Pieter Judson has argued, for German-Austrian Liberals it was axiomatic that their 
identity as Austrians rested on their adherence to liberal values and on their member-
ship of a (German) culture that was open to people of any background.42 They greeted 
the idea of a national identity based on ethnic or linguistic difference with bafflement 
and regarded it as having little or no political significance. In the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury Hungarian Liberals espoused similar views and this informed their more general 
cultural and social attitudes.43 The National Museum in Budapest, for example, of which 
Ferenc Pulszky would later be long-term director, was “national” not because it cele-
brated the unique identity of Hungarian national culture, but because it displayed the 
contribution of Hungarians to world culture and learning.44
Despite Eitelberger’s optimistic sentiments, from the late 1850s onwards the social 
and political order on which he based his vision experienced a series of existential cri-
ses. The loss of Lombardy in 1859 brought into question the prestige of the Austrian 
41 “Every cultivated person wishes to stand on their own two feet, intellectually ; every cultivated na-
tion regards intellectual and economic self-sufficiency as a basic condition of its existence. This life 
maxim has nothing to do with narrow minded particularism and nothing to do with egotistical 
passions.” Eitelberger, Die Kunstbestrebungen Oesterreichs (cit. n. 38), p. 177.
42 P. Judson, Exclusive Revolutionaries : Liberal Politics, Social Experience and National Identity in 
the Austrian Empire, 1848–1914, Ann Arbor 1996, pp. 58 f.
43 E. Kiss, Nation und Ethnizität in der politischen Gedankenwelt des dualistischen Ungarn, in : B. 
Rupp-Eisenreich/J. Stagl (eds.), Kulturwissenschaft im Vielvölkerstaat : Zur Geschichte der 
Ethnologie und verwandter Gebiete in Österreich ca. 1780–1918, Vienna 1995, pp. 208–216.
44 G. Ébli, Universal Culture and National Identity : The configuration of national museums in nine-
teenth-century Hungary, in : Great Narratives of the Past. Traditions and Revisions in National Mu-
seums (eds. D. Poulot/F. bodenstein/J. M. Lanzarote Guiral), Linköping 2011, S. 373–386.
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Empire as the major power of central Europe, while, even more gravely, defeat at the 
Battle of Königgrätz in 1866 cast into doubt the automatic self-identification of Aus-
trians such as Eitelberger as “German”. In economic terms the Austrian government 
had sought to create a central European customs union (“Zollverein”) that would con-
firm its position as the major power between Russia and France, but instead, in 1862, 
Prussia had entered into a separate trade agreement with France which other German 
states then joined, thereby isolating the Habsburg state.45 Furthermore, the Ausgleich of 
1867 put into question Eitelberger’s belief in an imagined community encompassing the 
whole of the Empire, and the stock market collapse in 1873 brought about a crisis in 
the legitimacy of the liberal ideology of the free market. Eventually, in 1879, the Liberal 
government was replaced by the “Iron Ring”, the Conservative coalition led by Count 
Edward Taaffe that stayed in power until the early 1890s.
These might be regarded as extrinsic contingent events, except that they went to the 
heart of Eitelberger’s engagement with cultural politics. If, in 1871, he could confidently 
declare that Austrian cosmopolitan unity ruled the day, he spent much of the rest of 
the decade criticising the exponents of various kinds of federalism and nationalism. As 
early as 1866, even before the Ausgleich institutionalised the separation of Hungary and 
Austria, Eitelberger was expressing anxiety over the fact that different groups in the 
Empire no longer seemed to hold to the idea of Austria as a common cultural, social and 
political space. In the arts, for example, he noted :
Wie die böhmischen Künstler immer mehr der tschechoslavischen Richtung sich hingeben, 
die ungarischen seit mehr als einem Jahrzehnt den Standpunkt des nationalen Separatismus 
vertreten, so hat sich in dem Künstlerkreise des österreichischen Polen eine grosse Gleichgil-
tigkeit gegen Oesterreich, eine entschiedene Sympathie für das gezeigt, was man in politischen 
Kreisen als die Zukunfts-Idee Polens bezeichnet. In Prag hat es nur Eine [sic] Periode gege-
ben, wo man die Idee der Zusammenhörigkeit mit Oesterreich mit Begeisterung auch auf dem 
Felde der Kunst vertrat […].46
45 H. Matis, Leitlinien der österreichischen Wirtschaftspolitik, in : Die Habsburgermonarchie 1848–
1918. I : Die Wirtschaftliche Entwicklung (ed. A. Brusatti), Vienna 1973, pp. 29–67.
46 “Just as artists in Bohemia place themselves ever more in the direction of Czechoslavism, and Hun-
garians have been standing up for national separatism for more than a decade, so in artistic circles 
in Austrian Poland a great indifference towards Austria has become evident, a decided sympathy for 
what in political circles is termed the idea of a Polish future. In Prague there was only one period 
when the idea of being part of Austria was adopted with any enthusiasm in the field of art […].” R. 
Eitelberger von Edelberg, Eine österreichische Geschichtsgalerie [1866], in : idem, Gesam-
melte kunsthistorische Schriften, vol. 2 (cit. n. 4), pp. 53–80, esp. p. 73.
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There was undoubtedly exaggeration in this complaint. Subsequent histories of Aus-
tria-Hungary have argued that there was significant loyalty to the Empire across all the 
crownlands at least until 1914, and in many cases beyond then.47 Yet liberal ideology was 
clearly being challenged in numerous ways, and hence concern over the growing frag-
mentation of the Empire became a recurring feature of Eitelberger’s writings from the 
1870s onwards. Thus, he complained, cosmopolitanism was being replaced by its prob-
lematic other face : eclecticism, which involved diversity but one in which the diverse 
artistic currents co-existed without any relation between them, without any sense of the 
whole, without a “Gesammt-Kunstauffassung”.48 Instead, there was individuality, atomi-
sation and “romanticism”. Vienna was no longer the automatic focus of interest ; artists 
no longer exhibited in the capital, and if one wished to see work by successful painters 
such as the Poles Jan Matejko (1838–1893) and Artur Grottger (1837–1867), one would 
have to look elsewhere, and the same held for Czech artists or even those from the Tyrol.
Eitelberger found this development all the more perplexing in the visual arts. For 
whereas linguistic pluralism might be a recognisable cause of cultural difference – in-
tellectual exchange is either not possible or extremely limited between parties lacking 
a common language – this could certainly not apply to art. Indeed, art could overcome 
linguistic divides : “[…] bisher war man der Ansicht, dass eben die Kunst dasjenige El-
ement sei, welches die Völker vereinige. Denn eine Zeichnung, ein Gemälde, spricht zu 
Jedem gleich, ist Jedem gleichmässig verständlich und zugänglich.”49 Perversely, this 
commonality was being lost : “Die Kunst ist keine gemeinsame Angelegenheit mehr der 
Völker Oesterreichs.”50
For Eitelberger one reason for this lay in the absence of shared historical myths and 
narratives that could underlie a common Austrian identity ; this stood in contrast to 
the national cultures of the Czechs, Poles and even the Hungarians, where artists were 
becoming dedicated to the cultivation of historical memory.51 The only artist he singled 
out for mention was Matejko, whose large-scale heroic depictions of key moments in 
47 See, for example, P. Judson, The Habsburg Empire : A New History, Cambridge MA, 2017 ; D. 
Unowsky, The Pomp and Politics of Patriotism : Imperial Celebrations in Habsburg Austria 1848–
1916, West Lafayette 2006.
48 R. Eitelberger von Edelberg, Die Kunst-Entwicklung des heutigen Wien. Retrospective Be-
trachtungen aus Anlass der historischen Kunst-Ausstellung der Wiener Akademie, in : idem, Gesa-
mmelte kunsthistorische Schriften, vol. 1 (cit. n. 13), pp. 1–36, esp. p. 13.
49 “[…] hitherto it was held that art is the one element that unites peoples. For a drawing, a painting, 
speaks in the same way to everyone, is equally comprehensible and accessible to everyone.” Eitel-
berger, Die Kunstbestrebungen Oesterreichs (cit. n. 38), p. 197.
50 “Art is no longer a common pursuit in Austria.” Ibid.
51 Eitelberger, Die Kunstentwicklung des heutigen Wien (cit. n. 48), p. 28.
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Polish history garnered praise across Europe, but one might mention others such as the 
Czech painter Václav Brožík (1851–1901) or Bertalan Székely (1835–1910) in Buda-
pest, who gained a similar international recognition, and embodied the phenomenon 
that was such a clear source of concern for Eitelberger.
Such sentiment, even the federalism of aristocratic conservatives, who merely sought 
to maintain their local autonomy against interference from central government, was 
based on a dangerous cocktail of eccentric nostalgia about a past that never was and, as 
well, on active destructive interventions into contemporary politics :
Der Föderalismus beruth auf sehr verschiedenen Elementen ; auf romantischen Ideen der 
Hochtories, auf querköpfigen Anschauungen von Historikern und Archäologen, welche eine 
Restaurationspolitik des historisch Vergangenen treiben, und findet zugleich Beifall bei jenen 
Nationalitätsstürmern, die von demokratischer Grundlage aus das altösterreichische Staats-
princip durch Nationalitäts-Ideen aus den Angeln heben wollen.52
As with other Liberals, it was, for Eitelberger, a matter not merely of critiquing a rival 
political programme, but rather of addressing an ideology that threatened the consti-
tution of the state, into which so much had been invested as a means of achieving the 
ultimate social goals of Liberalism.
It might be queried why Eitelberger dwelt so much on this issue in art, rather than in 
practical politics, but the stakes were deadly serious : for it was in the sphere of ideology, 
of the imaginary, that political programmes were framed, and therefore his target was 
something potentially more serious than the mundane policies enacted and debated 
in political life. In his speech at the opening of the Museum of Art and Industry Eitel-
berger staged a plea for openness to the global market, arguing : “Der nationalökon-
omische Föderalismus ist viel gefährlicher als der politische. Er isolirt nicht blos den 
Markt der Industrie, sondern verengt den geistigen Horizont der Industriellen.” Indeed, 
“Der Geschmack ist nicht Etwas, das sich unter einen politischen Glassturz stellen lässt ; 
er verträgt keine Isolirung.”53 Yet of course this is exactly what was increasingly at the 
forefront of debate : the determination of national style.
52 “Federalism is based on very different elements : on the romantic ideas of High Tories, on the 
skewed views of historians and archaeologists whose politics seek restoration of the past, and it gains 
the applause those nationalist attackers, who use democracy as the basis for seeking to unhinge the 
old principal of the Austrian state by recourse to ideas of the nation.” Eitelberger, Zur Reform 
der Landesmuseen in Oesterreich, in : idem, Gesammelte kunsthistorische Schriften, vol. 2 (cit. 
n. 4), pp. 241–252, esp. pp. 243 f.
53 “Federalism in the field of national economics is much more dangerous than political federalism. It 
does not only isolate the industrial market but also restricts the intellectual horizon of industrialists. 
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Eitelberger’s views were central to his activity not only as a scholar but also as mu-
seum director, and this brings us back to his letter to Henszlmann. As Diana Reynolds 
has argued, at its very foundation, the Museum of Art and Industry, and its school of 
design and applied art, was an imperial institution intended to encompass the creative 
activities of all peoples of the Empire ; while he lacked the resources to set up further 
museums beyond Vienna, he was highly supportive of local initiatives that established 
museums and schools of design and industry in, for example, Brünn (Brno), Prague, 
Reichenberg (Liberec) and Budapest.54 The museum Eitelberger founded stayed broadly 
loyal to this mission, long after his death. The pages of the Mittheilungen des k. k. Öster-
reichischen Museums (and its successor from 1898, Kunst und Kunsthandwerk) are full of 
reviews and reports not only on major international museums and exhibitions, but also 
on often quite minor and provincial towns across the Austrian crownlands. Indeed, the 
museums of industry and applied arts were, he thought, a showcase for the universal 
artistic culture he understood to span national, ethnic and class differences. This also 
shaped their relation to their publics. When he founded the Museum of Art and Indus-
try the primary audience consisted of industrial producers : artisans and designers, as 
well as the larger-scale industrialists who commissioned particular designs and were 
responsible for their large-scale production. For even though the aim was to improve 
taste, Eitelberger viewed this problem in terms of supply rather than demand. The idea 
that the purchasing public might become more discerning thanks to the museum ex-
hibits was a secondary consideration. Yet though reform was directed at producers, the 
museums of design were not to be understood as being for their particular needs. As he 
noted in his review of design museums across the Empire : “Es handelt sich bei diesen 
Museen nicht darum, das particulare Interesse der Fabrikanten und das Einzelinteresse 
der Handwerker zu fördern – denn für solche particulare Interessen gründet man keine 
Museen […].”55 Again, this included the issue of cultural identity, for while many mu-
seums were set up in smaller provincial towns, their purpose should not be to promote 
only local or national culture, for the ultimate goal was to improve competitiveness on 
the world market : “Ebenso ist es grundfalsch, solche Museen auf nationaler Grundlage 
[…]. Taste is not something that can be placed under a political glass cover ; it does not tolerate iso-
lation.” Eitelberger, Die Kunstbestrebungen Österreichs (cit. n. 38), p. 199.
54 D. Reynolds, Die Österreichische Synthese : Metropole, Peripherie und die kunstgewerblichen 
Fachschulen des Museums, in : Noever (ed.), Kunst und Industrie (cit. n. 3), pp. 203–218.
55 “With these museums it is not a question of supporting the particular interests of factory owners 
or the individual interests of craftsmen ; we don’t establish museums for such particular interests.” 
Eitelberger, Die Gewerbemuseen in den Kronländern Österreichs (cit. n. 4), p. 254.
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allein aufzubauen. Die Waare, die für den Weltverkehr berechnet wird, ist unempfind-
lich für nationale Schrullen.”56
Most museums kept to this broad aim and maintained a collecting and acquisitions 
policy that was global in scope. Thus, from early on, the Museum of Art and Industry not 
only acquired textiles by the Viennese firm of Philip Haas, for example, but also pur-
chased examples of contemporary Japanese, North African and Indian work.57 Similarly, 
while its glass collections had an understandable focus on work by manufacturers such 
as Lobmeyr or Salviati from Habsburg (or former Habsburg) territories, they included, 
in addition, Islamic glass, and an international network of agents ensured a supply of 
objects from across the globe.58 A similar pattern could be observed across the Empire. 
From Brünn (Brno) to Kolozsvár (Cluj Napoca), museums of design and industry, even 
those in regional cities and towns, amassed substantial collections of artefacts from Ja-
pan, China and the Islamic world, alongside those from Europe.59
This was common practice across both halves of the Empire, and is important for 
how we view Austria-Hungary, since a distinction is commonly drawn between the 
cosmopolitanism of Austrian Cisleithania and the putatively nationalist orientation of 
Hungary. As this article argues, however, Austrian and Hungarian Liberals (and most 
members of the cultural elite would have regarded themselves as Liberal) had similar 
values when it came to the question of national and state identity. The administration 
in Budapest did, admittedly, seek to create a unitary Magyar identity for all its subjects, 
but this was a matter of some debate amongst Hungarian politicians. Thus, the prom-
inent politician József Eötvös (1813–1871), minister of education and religion in the 
1860s, who was instrumental in the emancipation of the Jews, argued tirelessly for the 
preservation of the cultural plurality of the Hungarian kingdom.60 Moreover, the policy 
56 “In the same way it is a basic error to build up such museums solely on the basis of the nation. The 
commodity intended for world trade is immune to the quirks.” Ibid.
57 A. Völker, Die Sammlungspolitik der Textilsammlung des k. k. Österreichischen Museums für 
Kunst und Industrie in den Jahren 1864 bis 1910, in : Noever (ed.), Kunst und Industrie (cit. n. 3), 
pp. 114–129.
58 R. Strasser, Der Aufbau der Glassammlung des k. k. Österreichischen Museum für Kunst und 
Industrie, in :Noever (ed.), Kunst und Industrie (cit. n. 3), pp. 137–142.
59 See, for example, the accounts of Islamic and Asian art collecting at the museums of design in Brünn 
and Kolozsvár in : S. Dvořaková, Příběhy tisíce a jedné noci : islamské umění ve sbírkách Moravské 
galerie v Brně [Stories of a thousand and one nights : Islamic art in the collections of the Moravian Gallery 
in Brno], Brno 2011 ; M. Székely, János Vadona’s Collection of Japanese and Chinese Objects in 
the Museum of Industry in Kolozsvár, in : Z. Jékely (ed.), Ödön Lechner in Context, Budapest 
2015, pp. 91–102.
60 P. Bödy, Joseph Eötvös and the modernization of Hungary, 1840–1870 : a study of ideas of individ-
uality and social pluralism in modern politics, Boulder 1985.
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of magyarization did not, at least until the 1880s, translate into a nationalistic cultural 
policy or museum practice. This was so even in the case of the Hungarian National Mu-
seum, where there were important voices against a narrowly nationalistic conception of 
its purpose. Collecting policies are a powerful index of such attitudes.
In 1818 Miklós Jankovich (1772–1846), a prominent aristocratic scholar and patron 
of the arts in the early nineteenth century, had argued that the newly founded Hun-
garian National Museum should focus on antiquities glorifying the achievements and 
history of Hungary.61 Thirty years later the Hungarian Academy of Sciences made a 
similar argument in its “Call in the Matter of Hungarian Monuments to All Hungar-
ians Concerned about National Honour”.62 The character of these appeals should not, 
however, be misinterpreted. Jankovich defined Hungarian nationality in territorial not 
ethnic terms, and he collected objects from across the German-speaking world. As a 
representative of the enlightened circles of reform-era Hungary, his conception of Hun-
garian identity was comparable to that of Liberals such as Henszlmann, Pulszky and, ul-
timately, Eitelberger. With regard to the National Museum, the conception of a national 
collection was not seen as in conflict with Enlightenment ideas of universal culture, for 
the National Museum was “national” in terms of being for the imagined community 
of the present Hungarian nation.63 The same held for the Museum of Applied Arts in 
Budapest. Although, in the 1890s, it came to be seen primarily as dedicated to the pro-
motion of Hungarian design and applied art, with “Hungarian” defined in increasingly 
ethnic terms, its collecting in the 1870s and 1880s was eclectic, with a mixture of local, 
European and non-European artefacts that paralleled practice in museums elsewhere, 
including the Museum of Art and Industry in Vienna.64
On this point it is instructive to draw comparisons with Ferenc Pulszky. For all the 
dismissive character of his comments about the Slovaks in the early 1840s, in 1838 he 
published an article, On the Use of Art Collections, that echoed Jankovich’s emphasis on 
national collecting, yet at the same time criticised as narrow-minded the idea that these 
61 M. Jankovich, Esedezés a magyar régiségek iránt [Pleading for Hungarian Antiquities], Tu-
dományos Gyűjtemény, 2, 1818, H.  12, pp.  121–123. Republished in A Magyar műveszet-
történet-irás programjai. Válogatás két évaszázad irásaiból [Programmes of Hungarian art history : 
Selected writings from two centuries] (ed. E. Marosi), Budapest 1999, pp. 15–17.
62 Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Felszólitás minden, a nemzeti becsületet szivén viselő nagyarhoz a 
hazai műemlékek ügyében, Magyar Academiai Értesitő, 7.2, February 1847, pp. v–xi.
63 Ébli, Universal Culture and National Identity (cit. n. 44), p. 381.
64 On the history of the museum’s collections in this period see P. Ács/Z. Vámos-Lovay/H. Hor-
váth, Az idő sodrában : Az ipárművészeti múzeum gyűjteményeinek története [In the draft of time : 
the history of the collections of the Museum of Applied Arts], Budapest 2006.
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were the only artefacts worth collecting.65 He built on this idea while in post-revolu-
tionary exile in London in 1851, where he delivered a lecture in London On the progress 
and decay of art ; and on the arrangement of a national museum that sketched out his ideal 
vision of an institution that would, very much like the British Museum, be universal in 
its scope.66 In a later article of 1875, On Museums, he revisited the lecture, singling out 
for critical treatment institutions that were instrumentalized purely to serve “national 
vanity”.67 In 1872 Henszlmann expressed virtually exactly the same sentiment in the 
pages of the Pester Lloyd in which he argued that the National Museum should not re-
strict itself to merely “provincial” concerns but should aim to represent the history of art 
“in general”.68
Eitelberger and the Blindness of Liberalism
In his note to Henszlmann, Eitelberger expressly sought co-operation with leading de-
signers and art world representatives from Hungary. His hopes were not fulfilled, how-
ever. While he paid constant attention to the development of art and design in Hungary, 
the events of the following years, in particular, the Ausgleich and its consequences, meant 
that Hungarian designers and artists made increasingly little reference to Vienna. In-
deed, once the Museum of Applied Arts was founded in Budapest in 1872, they had 
their own institutional framework, and so while museum correspondence testifies to 
the loan of objects between museums in Budapest, Vienna and Košice, such constant 
contact did not materialize in the way Eitelberger envisaged it.
When the Imperial Royal Austrian Museum of Art and Industry (k. k. Österreichisches 
Museum für Kunst und Industrie) was founded in 1864, the Habsburg state was still, for-
mally, the Austrian Empire. The transformation of Austria into the Dual Monarchy 
of Austria-Hungary in 1867 was not followed by a matching change of name for Ei-
telberger’s museum. We might regard this as a matter of mere nomenclature, except 
that increasingly, the Museum became just what its title came to imply : a museum for 
the Austrian half of the Empire. Hungary did still occasionally feature in the pages of 
65 F. Pulszky, A műgyűjtemények’ hasznáról, in : Athenaeum : Tudományok és szépművészetek’ tára, II, 
1838, pp. 185–189.
66 F. Pulszky, On the Progress and Decay of Art. And an Arrangement of a National Museum, in : 
The Museum of Classical Antiquities, 5, 1852, pp. ii f.
67 F. Pulszky, A múzeumokról, in : Budapesti Szemle [Budapest Review] 8 : 16, 1875, pp. 241–257, 
reprinted in : Marosi (ed.), A Magyar művészettörténet-írás programjai (cit. n. 61), pp. 53–64.
68 I. Henszlmann, Der Landeskunstrath und die Provinzial-Museen, in : Pester Lloyd, 18 January 
1872, p. 5 and 20 January 1872, p. 5.
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its journal. The important exhibition of goldsmithing in the Museum of Applied Arts in 
Budapest was the subject of an extensive review by Bruno Bucher, for example.69 But 
this was the exception ; compared to the level of interest in the crownlands of Galicia, 
Moravia, Bohemia and Gorizia, for example, the attention given to Hungarian art and 
design was minor.70 Slowly, external political realities began to intrude.
Eitelberger envisaged the Museum (and art more generally) as participating in an 
Austrian political and social order that transcended national differences. The same held 
true for Henszlmann and Pulszky in respect of Hungary. This outlook was rooted in a 
Liberal notion of national identity that first emerged in the first half of the century and 
it converged with the narrative of cosmopolitanism that was formulated to legitimate 
Habsburg rule. Yet in the final decades of the 1800s Liberalism in both halves of the 
Empire took on a decidedly more nationalistic tone. In part this was in response to the 
rise of nationalist movements ; in order to compete on the political stage, Liberals came 
to adopt, in modified form, some of the rhetoric of their opponents. In Hungary, for 
example, the image of a universal enlightened civilization was displaced by an ethnically 
defined notion of Magyar identity based on romantic conceptions of the nomadic ori-
gins of the Magyars in central Asia. In part, too, however, this shift was the working out 
of contradictions and tensions within that older liberal discourse.
Their root cause of such contradictions could be found in this understanding of Ger-
man (and Hungarian) identity and its place in the Empire, and its contradictory atti-
tudes are fully in evidence in Eitelberger’s writings. He endorsed the Habsburg vision 
of an Austrian identity based on its cultural diversity. The Empire’s great achievements 
were based, he argued, on the fact that it had been open to individuals from many places 
and had welcomed them as good Austrians. In the field of politics, he noted, Prince 
Eugene (from Savoy), Field Marshal Laudon (originally from Livonia), General Karl 
von Schönhals (born near Wetzlar in Hessen) had all made crucial contributions to 
Austrian life. A similar story could be told about the arts : figures such as Gottfried van 
Swieten, the Dutch composer and patron of composers such as Mozart and Haydn, 
Johann Peter Krafft and Heinrich Füger had all come from Germany : “Das geistige 
Leben Wiens darf nicht auf einen particularistischen oder nationalen Isolierschemel 
gestellt werden, wie es in Pest, Agram or Krakau geschieht.”71 Yet apart from the fact 
69 B. Bucher, Die Goldschmiedekunst Ausstellung in Budapest, in : Mittheilungen des k. k. Österr. 
Museums für Kunst und Industrie, 19, 1884, pp. 122–129.
70 There were some exceptions. See, for example, K. Herich, Die ungarische Hausindustrie, in : Mit-
theilungen des k. k. Österr. Museums für Kunst und Industrie, N. F. 6, 1891, pp. 298–306.
71 “Viennese intellectual life cannot be placed on a national or particularistic Isolierschemel, as hap-
pens in Pest, Zagreb or Cracow.” R. Eitelberger von Edelberg, Die Plastik Wiens, in : idem, 
Gesammelte kunsthistorische Schriften, vol. 2 (cit. n. 4), pp. 104–157, esp. p. 141.
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that “Austria” in this account is indistinguishable from Vienna, it was also axiomatic 
for Eitelberger and other Liberals that Germans would still play the leading role. All 
the while Austria could claim to be the central power in Germany, the difficulties of 
disentangling German from Austrian identity could be passed over ; Austrians could 
be conceived of merely as one of the distinctive German “tribes”. But after Austria was 
expelled from German affairs in 1866, the logic of the identification of “Austrian” with 
“German” began to unravel. German Austrians were now just a particularly privileged 
group within the Empire as a whole.
The weakness of Liberals such as Eitelberger was that they seemed unable to compre-
hend the extent to which the ground was shifting beneath their feet. An example of such 
limitations can be found in a lecture Eitelberger delivered at the Museum of Art and Indus-
try on the significance of the Franco-Prussian War.72 Delivered in late October 1870, the 
war between Prussia and France was still unfolding ; the Prussian army had defeated and 
captured Napoleon III at the Battle of Sedan in September, but hostilities were not con-
cluded until May of the following year. It might therefore be unfair to judge Eitelberger 
on his inability to understand the importance of the battle and its aftermath. Neverthe-
less, it is clear from the lecture not only that he failed to read the historical significance 
of events, but that he also seemed not even to have adapted to the changed state of af-
fairs since the Battle of Königgrätz of four years earlier. Hence, his lecture strongly aligns 
Austria with Germany and sees Austrian identity as essentially German, and in addition, 
rather than seeing some common cause with France, embarks on an extraordinary vilifica-
tion of French culture (labelling it as frivolous, concerned with superficial luxury, lacking 
real Geist).73 He starts, for example, with a celebration of German colonialism ; Germans 
have colonised the world, and even though they may not have created an overseas empire 
such as the British, they have played a leading role in the civilising mission of Euro-
peans more generally. For “das deutsche Volk […] steht nicht nur in Wissenschaft und 
Kunst auf dem Höhepunkt des heutigen Lebens, es hat sich auch neben dem englischen 
Volke am meisten die Grundlagen des ordentlichen bürgerlichen Lebens gewahrt.”74 This 
stands in contrast to the failures of Romance peoples, particularly the French, to develop 
a comparable enlightened regime of colonisation.
72 Later published as R. Eitelberger von Edelberg, Der Deutsch-französische Krieg und sein 
Einfluss auf die Kunstindustrie Österreichs, in : idem, Gesammelte kunsthistorische Schriften, vol. 2 
(cit. n. 4), pp. 316–343.
73 Ibid, pp. 324 f.
74 “The German people […] not only stands at the summit of present-day science and art, it has also, 
alongside the English, done the most to preserve the basis of an orderly civil life.” Ibid, pp. 318 f.
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Eitelberger accepts the pre-eminence of French design, but attributes this to the tyr-
anny of French taste : “Die Macht dieses Einflusses, insbesondere auf die öffentliche 
Meinung, lastete wie ein Alp auf der deutschen Kunstindustrie, speciell auf der öster-
reichischen, und erschwerte jeden Versuch zur Emancipation.”75 The war thus presents 
an opportunity for liberation from French cultural hegemony and, even more strikingly, 
Eitelberger describes his own museum as having the same goal.
The lecture then goes on to consider the specific implications for Austria. The uni-
fication of Germany presents no threat to Austria, Eitelberger argues, and presents 
the same opportunities for contesting the historical dominance of France as it does for 
Prussia and the rest of Germany. Politically, too, he argues :
[E]s [sind] nicht die Baiern und die Preussen, und nicht die Sachsen […], welche in Oester-
reich die Deutsch-Oesterreicher politisch anulliren, in Galizien polonisiren, in Laibach slo-
venisiren, in Triest verwälschen wollen. […] Viel gefährlicher als die äusseren Feinde sind die 
Feinde Oesterreichs im Lande selbst […].76
We are therefore returned to his fundamental preoccupation with the implications of 
the assertion of different cultures of the varying crownlands for the assumed status of 
German as the lingua franca of social life. Moreover, it is the manner in which Eitel-
berger formulates the issue that is most arresting, for there is a clear slippage between 
“Austrian” and “German-Austrian” that betrays his basic assumption of the identity of 
the two. The so-called enemies of the German-Austrians are the enemies of Austria 
more widely, and this is true not only in politics but also in culture for, as Eitelberger 
states, “Die ganze Kunst-Industrie Oesterreichs ruht in den Händen der Deutschöster-
reicher, mit Ausnahme jenes geringen Bruchtheiles italienischer Arbeitskraft in Triest 
und Südtirol, die ihrer Richtung nach italienisch ist”.77 More generally, he adds,
75 “The power of its influence, in particular on public opinion, weighed down on German, and espe-
cially Austrian, art industry like a nightmare, and rendered any attempt at emancipation difficult.” 
Ibid, p. 320.
76 “It is not the Bavarians and the Prussians, it is not the Saxons who are negating the German-Austri-
ans in political life in Austria, polonising them in Galicia, turning them into Slovenes in Ljubljana, 
italianising them in Trieste […] much more dangerous than the external enemies are the enemies of 
Austria within the country itself […].” Ibid, pp. 329.
77 “The whole of Austria’s art industry rests in the hands of German-Austrians, with the exception of 
that fragment of Italian craftsmanship in Trieste and South Tirol, which is Italian in its orientation.” 
Ibid, p. 334.
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Oesterreich ist nicht eine Ostmark der Slaven sondern der Deutschen ; nicht Attila oder Rurik, 
nicht Stephan der Heilige oder Ottokar von Böhmen haben diese Ostmark gegründet – son-
dern die deutschen Karolinger ; das Licht des Christenthums ist von Deutschland aus nach 
unserem Lande getragen worden ; das Licht der Wissenschaft, der Kunst und der Industrie 
leuchtet durch die Kraft des Stammes, dem wir angehören, der Sprache, die wir sprechen – der 
deutschen.78
The stridency of this assertion may be explained as reflecting the topic of the lecture 
and its presumed audience. It certainly stands at odds with the positive tone of his pro-
nouncements elsewhere on the creative outputs of the non-German groups in the Em-
pire. His dismissive comments about St. Stephen seem to contradict his emphasis on 
the depth of the Hungarian cultural heritage outlined in his report from the 1850s. 
Indeed, Eitelberger’s assertion about the fundamentally German character of Austria 
bears comparison with a famous provocation in Prague by the art historian Alfred Wolt-
mann six years later, whose claim that the cultural heritage of Prague was entirely due 
to the efforts of German artists and architects had caused riots and demonstrations 
in the streets of the city.79 Woltmann’s assertion has often been treated as an example 
of growing German nationalism in the final quarter of the nineteenth century, but al-
though it was meant as a provocation – the national paternity of artworks had become 
a contentious issue in the Bohemian capital – comparison with Eitelberger suggests his 
sentiments were commensurate with the wider liberal understanding of the place and 
value of German culture in Austria as a whole. Upholding a belief in German culture 
was pursued as an “ideology of public integration in central and eastern Europe, one that 
would eventually wipe away the backward and particularistic attitudes held by unedu-
cated peasants and Slavs, joining them all in a great German liberal union”.80 Eitelberger 
was no exception to this more general belief.
78 “Austria is not an Eastern March of the Slavs, but of the Germans ; neither Attila nor Rurik neither 
St. Stephen nor Ottokar of Bohemia founded this Eastern March – but Carolingian Germans. The 
light of Christianity was brought to our land from Germany. The light of science, art and industry il-
luminates thanks to the power of the tribe to which we belong, to the language we speak – German.” 
Ibid, p. 335.
79 A. Woltmann, Die deutsche Kunst in Prag. Leipzig 1877. On the episode see J. Vybíral, What 
Is “Czech” in Art in Bohemia ? Alfred Woltmann and the Defensive Mechanisms of Czech Artistic 
Historiography, in : Kunstchronik, 59, 2006, H. 1, pp. 1–7 ; M. Rampley, The Vienna School of Art 
History : Empire and the Politics of Scholarship, University Park, Pennsylvania, 2013, pp. 62 f.
80 P. Judson, Rethinking the Liberal Legacy, in : Rethinking Vienna 1900 (ed. S. Beller), New York 
and Oxford 2001, pp. 57–79, esp. pp. 66 f. See, too, J. Kwan, Liberalism and the Habsburg Mon-
archy 1861–1895, New York 2013 and D. Brodbeck, Defining Deutschtum : Political Ideology, 
German Identity and Music-Critical Discourse in Liberal Vienna, Oxford 2014.
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Such attitudes were not unique to German Liberals. Hungarian Liberals had sim-
ilar views with regard to their own language and culture. The idea of a cosmopolitan 
identity, seen as central to construction of Habsburg state identity was consequently 
not a celebration of diversity-in-difference, but rather one of a culture that could as-
similate or even sublate all into a higher unity. As András Gerő has argued, the aim 
was to “homogenize the Hungarian people” for this “non-integrative” liberal concept 
of nationhood “could not tolerate the notion of a Hungarian people with a diverse cul-
ture”.81 As with German-Austrian Liberals, the basic flaw of such cultural paternalism 
was a blindness to the other, an inability to understand that for others, German and 
Hungarian cultures were no less particular than their own.82 Conversely, German and 
Hungarian Liberals were unable to grasp the demands for separate cultural recognition 
on the part of other groups, and met them with a mixture of attitudes, ranging from 
disregard to bafflement.
Conclusion
Eitelberger played a dominant role in the artistic and cultural life of mid-nineteenth 
century Vienna. He was a powerful spokesman for Liberalism in the field of cultural 
politics, and was an advocate of global free trade and cultural exchange. He was clear 
about the benefits of open borders and about the contribution of foreigners to Austrian 
cultural life ; his programme of design reform was predicated on the idea that designers 
had as much to gain from engaging with multiple historic traditions, and he critiqued 
the growing tendency towards the invention of specifically national visual identities. The 
collections of the Museum reflected this belief, with a purposeful eclecticism that was 
repeated in the museums of industry elsewhere in the Empire.
As laudable as his sentiments may seem – particularly when compared with the con-
servative and nationalist voices that shaped political discourse in the Habsburg domain 
in its final decades – it would be a mistake to view this outlook as a nineteenth-century 
precursor to the multi-culturalism of more recent years. His comments were the product 
of an ideological programme that proved to be inadequate to the shifting socio-political 
circumstances of the later nineteenth century. Specifically, Eitelberger’s Liberalism was 
81 A. Gerö, Modern Hungarian Society in the Making : The Unfinished Experience, Budapest 1995, 
p. 188.
82 On this issue in relation to Hungarian Liberalism see P. Lendvai, Total Blindness : The Hungarian 
Sense of Mission and the Nationalities, in : The Hungarians : A Thousand Years of Victory in Defeat, 
trans. A. Major, Princeton 2003, pp. 299–309.
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predicated on a notion of cultural hierarchy that undermined his very aspirations. Both 
German-Austrian and Hungarian Liberals operated on the assumption of the norma-
tive role of their own cultures ; the exercise of cultural hegemony was legitimate in that 
both Hungarian and German culture were seen as means of accessing the universal 
culture and science of modern Europe.
Eitelberger worked tirelessly on behalf of this vision. In some cases, he could look 
to successes ; his student the Croatian Izidor Kršnjavi (1845–1927), for example, who 
almost single-handedly created the artistic and cultural infrastructure of Habsburg Za-
greb, remained strongly committed to the Habsburg Empire as a shared cultural space, 
even while he worked to promote and gain recognition for Croat art. In general, how-
ever, the image of the Empire for which Eitelberger campaigned struggled to gain ad-
herents in many locations due to his inability to acknowledge that artists in Prague, 
Cracow and other regional centres might have legitimate reasons for not wishing to set 
Vienna as their automatic first point of reference. The irony is that while he could see the 
counter-productive nature of Hungarian rule in Dalmatia and other southern regions, 
he was unable to see how this danger might apply in the Austrian half of the Empire.
Austrian and Hungarian Liberals are seldom discussed together, but this article sug-
gests that figures such as Eitelberger, Henszlmann and Pulszky had overlapping values 
and visions. The significance of the discussion goes beyond consideration of these indi-
vidual cases, however, for their success and stature provide an instructive illustration of 
how middle class intellectuals managed to reach an accommodation with the Habsburg 
Monarchy. This was all the more striking given their enthusiasm for the politics of 
the 1848 revolution. Yet there was a marked convergence of interests between Liber-
als and the Habsburg regime. Eitelberger promoted the Habsburg Empire’s economic 
and cultural status, but this was also because it alone could uphold the central social, 
economic and cultural order he craved. In response to the shifting demographic and 
socio-political situation of the late Habsburg Empire, Liberals became increasingly 
nationalist in tone ; there are examples of this in Eitelberger’s own writings. His re-
sponse to the Franco-Prussian War was to adopt a stridently pro-German tone. Yet this 
turn was ultimately a sign of a deep malaise ; like many others, including Henszlmann 
and Pulszky, Eitelberger’s political concepts had developed little since the 1840s and 
thus failed to adapt to changing circumstances. His response was simply to reaffirm, in 
an increasingly emphatic manner, an ideological outlook that had been outstripped by 
events. As such, he is of significance as emblematic of the broader cultural politics of 
the Habsburg Empire and of the struggle of Liberals to come to terms with the passage 
to modernity.
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